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Exotic Automobile Warranty Company signs contract for the Athena System.

The Exotic Automobile Warranty company processes warranty policies for exotic automobiles
such as Lamborghini's, Ferraris, and Porsches. The company has quickly outgrown their
simple policy management and claims processing system and is looking for a better way to keep
track of the policies and claims.

(PRWEB) September 26, 2004 -- "The Exotic Automobile Warranty company processes warranty policies for
exotic automobiles such as Lamborghini's, Ferraris, and Porsches. The company has quickly outgrown their
simple policy management and claims processing system and is looking for a better way to keep track of the
policies and claims.

Ben E. - Exotic Warranty president - took a look at the Athena policy management system and he immediately
saw the benefits of owing a 100% web based system. With the Athena system the company will be able to
streamline their policy issuance, commission, and claims tracking as well as move into a paperless environment
where all users with proper rights will be able to view every digitized document associated with a policy or
claim. Ben plans on taking the company 100% paperless with the Athena Attachment service module that
already is designed to work with the high speed HP digital Sender.

We look forward to helping Ben and his team!"

Said - Sean Pitcher - President of Maximum Processing Inc.
Maximum Processing is a privately held corporation that specializes in developing insurance policy processing
solutions specifically tailored to a company's business requirements. By thoroughly analyzing a company's
business requirements they create a full set of documentation. This uniquely formed documentation is gathered
in sessions specially designed by Maximum Processing to get to the heart of the business rules and document
them in a such a way as - that both the client and the software developers thoroughly understand the system
before it is ever built.

Contact:
Maximum Processing
4509 14th St. West Suite 502
Bradenton, FL 34207

(941) 795-0133 or (866) Max-Soft
www.MaxProcessing.Com
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Contact Information
Sean Pitcher
Maximum Processing Inc
http://www.MaxProcessing.Com
1-866-Max-Soft

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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